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The Foundation of Catholic Christianity – The First 400 Years
                          Preface
This little booklet is written with the hope that this brief view of the foundation of Catholic Christianity will help the seeker – non-Christian, protestant, and Catholic – to understand and to delve deeper into the truths about God and about worship of God. Hopefully it allows for going to the sacred texts themselves – The Old Testament and the New Testament with a sense of history and content and so of what to expect one will encounter. Perhaps this will also aid in approaching other histories and writing about Christianity with one’s “feet on the ground”.
A word of caution – even if one knows ten times more relevant facts than this booklet contains or even one hundred times more (which is in fact possible), this will make one more an expert and even a critic, but it does not make one a Christian. A certain other factor is necessary for this transition to happen.  One needs a certain grace as well as a will to believe as a necessary next step. Never the less, a greater understanding and awareness are a good and helpful step. 
A recently famous Catholic Christian writer named Karl Rahner wrote in his book called, 
“Foundations of Christian Faith” the following rather high-sounding words in his preface: “…such a first introduction cannot set out to work through all of the investigations and questions and problems which per se are pertinent in the philosophy of knowledge and the philosophy of language, in the sociology, history, phenomenology and philosophy of religion, in fundamental theology, exegesis, and biblical theology, and finally in systematic theology.  That is impossible for a book like this, and even impossible for an individual theologian today, and finally and especially it is impossible for the reader for whom this book is intended….”  The present writer can only agree, and this being the case, hopefully this forty page booklet which attempts far less is still useful and is readable.


The Foundation of Catholic Christianity
Catholic Christians trace their church's founding to their founder Jesus Christ, called also the “Son of David” (who is his ancient ancestor from whom his parents descended).  Jesus Christ appointed leaders called "Apostles" (There were twelve Apostles) who in turn appointed other leaders (called Bishops) who have continued this practice up to the present time some 2000 years after Jesus Christ was executed by being hung on a cross whence he died. 
The history and origins of the Catholic Christian Church go back much further in history also; the appearance of the founder Jesus was prophesized and anticipated from the very beginnings of written history of the Jewish people also called the Israelites or Hebrews. Notwithstanding the converging lines of ancient prophecy on the person of Jesus Christ, the fact of his birth could not have been deducted from the predictions; these prophecies are verified only in hindsight. That is, it could be recognized only after the fact of his life and what he did and who he was.  
 History itself emerged out of the fog of life's beginning which followed the beginning of whatever began to exist.  Through the sciences of archaeology, anthropology, chemistry, biology, physics and astrophysics, food science, agricultural science, weather science, poetry and music, and, in fact, every science discipline we learn about the beginnings of life and then the beginnings of consciousness of life as we human have.  Science wants to know where people developed, how they lived, how they thought and what they believed.  At one time these same quests took place among ancient philosophers who similarly speculated and deduced their conclusions from another set of data - what they could think of from what they thought they knew. Then there was a third way of knowledge; we might call it “religious” as it sought to know from appealing to what was not known but could be imagined or conjured up.  Another way of more intimate knowledge available now is to read written stories of ancient peoples– how they lived, what they ate and drank, how they got their food, what their campsites and habitations were like, what they sang, and what they say they believed – and didn’t believe. In the case of Catholic Christianity the stories of the ancient history of the foundation of the Israelites is of prime importance.  Both scientific research and the stories meld to help us understand the reality of the Israelites and their claims about their selves and their God!  
The earliest evidences show that human beings had an awareness that they were - that they existed, and they knew that they did not cause their own existence.  Powerful forces of nature and the gifts of creation - light, water, food - animals and plants - and especially beauty - had to have a source and origin, a creator. We'll leave to the speculations of the scientists what they surmise about the findings of drawings, images, idols, sacrifices and burials that seem to bespeak of a spiritual seeking, appeasing and fearing and hoping.  Certainly a lot of artifacts and material evidences provide, "grist for the mills" that churns out solutions for activities that took place especially before writing was developed.  
Nearer to our times - ten thousand years ago and less - we have pictographs, symbolic words and sentences that could reveal thru these 'written' symbols the possible thoughts and beliefs of various cultures as they sought for sources of control, power, and the truth about reality - of what exists and how it interacts with humans. Especially apropos to our developmental story of Catholic Christianity is the whole of the Hebrew Israelite Tribes' experience from the stories of their origin in the first human couple to their more immediate fore-father called Abraham.  Many cultures in many places throughout the earth have thought up and developed creation stories to explain why they exist at all so it might seem that the Israelites' story is just one of many.  But there is a difference - the Israelite creation story doesn't end with humans being created; no, the Israelites can trace in their stories how the Creator also accompanied them as their nation grew, was conquered and oppressed and freed many times; all the ups and downs of their relationship with the creator through thousands of years make this a special story.  And, so are the Israelites special as they themselves believed; they believed they had a special relationship with the Creator and Source of all that exists.  
Abraham, the fore-father of the Israelites, was called a wandering Aramean; from somewhere in the area of Aram -what is now Syria- Iraq-Iran and the Middle-East he and his family migrated towards what is now Israel.  The time of Abraham was perhaps 4,000 years ago; imagine trying to keep track of the story through many periods of conquest and defeat with neighboring tribes as happened to the Israelites. Somehow the story was passed and kept alive and added to through the centuries; this is quite an extraordinary fact in itself.  Some might wonder if there is physical evidence that Abraham existed - a signature, ruins of a campground, any kind of record by anybody apart from the Israelite story of Abraham.  There is a cave called Machpelah in a town called Hebron where Abraham was said in the Hebrew stories to have purchased a grave site which is known as the cave of the patriarchs. This family burial site is underneath a Muslim mosque which before that was a Crusader church and before that was a Byzantine church. No non-Muslim has been allowed to enter this site for 800 years. However, an Israelite governmental archaeologist by the name of Dr. Seev Jevin was allowed to enter in 1981on official business and he believes it is the true burial site where the Patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, are buried along with their wives. Are there any evidences of the stories about the origins of humanity that preceded Abraham? There does exist the actual geography and some landmarks like rivers and mountains and seas, but nothing found so far for sure that is a specific detail that shows physical evidence of Abraham predecessors. Some 20,000 tablets found in Syria called the Mari tablets dating from around 1,800 BC may mention some of the names in the Hebrew Testament. For the time before Abraham, the Israelites had stories of the first humans, the first parents - the creation of Adam and Eve.  And, then there are the stories of what happened to them and to their children and their children and so on.  There were great stories of catastrophes and of universal cataclysmic floods and of the Creator's interactions with humanity - all stories without specific physical evidence, but general happenings like those described did happen.  All these stories that reflect ancient experiences are also stories with moral meanings and with human insights and practical wisdom. There is an interesting quote from a most famous archaeologist named W.F. Albright that goes something like this, “Archaeology hasn’t been able to prove everything in the Hebrew Testament, but neither has anything it has found been able to disprove anything.” 
Abraham was said to have been open to hearing and obeying God, the creator; in return he received promises that he would found a great nation and that God the creator would be with him and his people.  God was said to have made a covenant with Abraham that was irrevocable; God would never go back on his promise to be with Abraham and his people; God would always remember the Israelites.  The Old Testament or Hebrew Bible is then the story of how this hoard of peoples listened to and were blessed or didn't listen to and were opposed and corrected by God.  God, of course, in their view, at times had designated leaders, prophets, priests and teachers to direct the people.  So, for some 2,000 years we have the complicated and prolix spiritual and sometime actual history of a people of whom Jesus Christ was himself born as a Son of David his ancestor who lived 500 years before him- David one of the Hebrew Israelite kings; probably the most famous and favored one, in fact.  
The Hebrews were a tribal nomadic people for thousands of years until King David established by conquest Jerusalem as a capital of Israel and where David's son King Solomon built a grand temple where all worship could now take place, thus verifying and concretizing Jerusalem as a center of Israel’s political and spiritual life.  Like other flourishing cultures, worldly rulers and spiritual leaders had highly organized organizations with all that bureaucracy requires and loves for having control. At the bottom rung were people who tilled the soil and tended animals such as shepherds of sheep and goats. High in power and receiving benefits were military generals and those who could command in warfare and conflict.  Like ourselves in our society, listening to God much less following God’s wishes, desires and commands got lost in all the hustle-bustle, noise, and passions of life.  Continually there arose among the people those inspired persons who tried to call the people and the leaders back to the holy way – to God’s way.  These people – usually called prophets – didn’t usually fare too well for going against the grain.  Whether admonishing Kings or priests or the people, the chance of being well-received was certainly not assured.  Jesus was such a person – a prophet – and he received a prophet’s reward!
In the historical accounts and memory of the Israelites there are certain important landmarks, events, and people who “stick out” in the stories.  In our more or less European derived culture which has a long history of being tied to Christianity - in fact came to be and developed because of Christianity- many of these are familiar or at least recognizable names. This would also hold true for Moslems who have some familiarity with the stories of the Hebrew Bible and even of Jesus events.  Surprisingly, Africa, India, and even China had contact with Christian merchants and believers and received many of the stories of Jesus within a few centuries of his death; likewise Jewish merchants had spread nearly throughout the world by these times too so some stories are known world-wide!  For instance, the story of Noah and his ark which saved all the living creatures from the great flood in pre-history is well-known. In fact, other cultures had ancient flood stories! Why? Probably, because there were catastrophic floods that inundated parts of the earth and of which dim memories and even flood evidence was known.  For instance, St. Augustine, 4th century Catholic Christian and Bishop in Africa sited the evidence of shark’s teeth which he observed found high up on a mountain. These days we might scientifically state that the mountain rose rather than the water rose, but we also know of huge floods in various parts of the world that did actually occur. The Grand Canyon National Park is by no means the greatest flood event either. 
Already mentioned has been Abraham who led his group of people towards what is now the state of Israel in the Middle East. The son of Abraham is Jacob and Jacob had 12 sons who all became heads of tribes.  Abraham had other sons too and very interesting stories revolve around his whole family history, should one be so interested in reading the details which have theological importance to Jews and to Christians. One of Jacob’s sons was especially important as he rose high in the administration of the Egyptian pharaoh thru an extraordinary chain of events and, surprisingly, due to the jealous and evil works of his brothers who wanted to kill him. This was the Egyptian administrator Joseph who because of his position was able to save the migrating Israelites from starvation by feeding them the grain of Egypt. Unfortunately, a pharaoh (name used for the ancient kings of Egypt) arose who didn’t remember all Joseph had done and the Israelites ended up being enslaved and made to make bricks for the pharaoh’s cities.  It was at this point that a Hebrew Israelite child named Moses was rescued from a basket in the river and raised in pharaoh’s household, to become a slave master of his own people. Seeing an unjust whipping one day he killed an Egyptian overseer and then fled, only to be chosen by God, so the story goes, to help free the Israelites. This is the same Moses who later received the Ten Commandments or Laws on a mountain as the Israelites wandered through the desert on the way to the promised land.  
This is also the same Moses who upon returning years later to Egypt after he had run away to avoid paying for his crime of killing the Egyptian, had to convince pharaoh to allow the Hebrew people to go free.  Not an easy job.  With the help of his brother Aaron (who became a priest of God and who could speak well as Moses couldn’t speak so well), they together performed 10 extraordinary events or miracles which convinced pharaoh to let the people go. This is still a very significant event for Jewish people and is called the Passover; it is still commemorated yearly by the Jews and also is important for Christians!  Remember, this event was a happening over 3,000 years ago, but still is remembered and celebrated! Of course as soon as they left, pharaoh was advised to change his mind and so the Egyptian army and chariots set out after them to trap them at the Red Sea which divides Egypt and Africa from Israel – just as it still does today. As the story goes, the waters of the sea parted, the Hebrews escaped, and the Egyptians all drowned.  But, the Hebrews weren’t scot-free.  The future Israel they were in was a hard place – a hot and rocky desert barren and without much water and with little food.  The people began to forget the hardships of slavery and wished they had never left Egypt.  So, instead of 40 days in the desert God punished them with 40 years in the desert of wandering around before they could enter the promised land – a long enough wandering that resulted in only the children of the original Israelites being able to enter as most of the elders and those who left Egypt had all died by the time they got there.  Even Moses and Aaron didn’t make it.  But, as the story goes, Joshua, a man favored by God, was chosen to lead the people into Israel and to divide up the land among the tribes. Joshua is also famous for marching the Israeli army around the enemy city of Jericho for seven days and on the seventh day seven times which caused the walls protecting it to collapse; thus a major impediment to their entering the land was removed.  Jericho is a real place in Israel and archaeologists have found that wall after wall and city after city were constructed on the same site which offered – and still does – wonderful springs of water.  Jericho is at least 10,000 years old as a settlement city. Over almost one thousand five hundred years later in history after Joshua’s conquest, it was near Jericho that Jesus spent his 40 days in the desert meditating and confronting evil which tempted him.  Jericho is also where a hated tax collector climbed a tree so he could hear Jesus speaking and then became a follower of Jesus and promised to pay back all those he had cheated and overcharged. Jericho is also the town where Jesus healed a blind man and performed other miracles of healing. Today, Jericho is a town of 20,000 mainly Palestinians. 
After the Israelites entered the promised land they still had the problem of dealing with different groups of peoples who already lived there and who were ruled by despot kings, thus giving them an organization more easily to fight wars.  Thus, the Israelites demanded also to have a king despite the prophets warning them what would happen if you have a king – mainly, he would take their children to be his soldiers and would take a big part of their crops and herds thru taxes as kings are wont to do. So, they got their first king who was named Saul of whom there are many stories of his incompetence and bad judgment and after him the famous King David who was, “close to God’s heart”.  Not always close, however; David was a womanizer and even had Uriah, a loyal general of the army, killed so he could have the general’s wife for himself. He didn’t just have him killed, he drew others into this most heinous act: Uriah, who was defending King David and the nation in a battle, was sent to the front lines and David gave instructions that when Uriah engaged in combat, the soldiers around him and behind him were to withdraw thus leaving him alone to perish!  However, and what was important, is that David repented and asked forgiveness and was forgiven by God!  In fact, the son of King David and the general’s wife became the next anointed king.  That would be King Solomon – almost as famous as David.  King Solomon is known for his wisdom and for his riches. It was King Solomon who built the first and grandest temple in Jerusalem and King Solomon who had great armies of chariots. It is still possible to visit the stone stables with stone drinking troughs that King Solomon had built for his horses.  
The first followers of Jesus Christ who wrote chronicles and histories some fifty years after his death 2,000 years ago considered that King David was 14 generations descended from Abraham, the father of all Israelites. They then calculated another 14 generations until the time that the Babylonians conquered them and led them away in exile.  They then calculated another 14 generations until the birth of Jesus.  The father of each generation of the 42 generations is named.  As mentioned before, investigative scientists consider that Abraham lived 4,000 years ago and King David around 2,500 years ago and Jesus was born 2,000 years ago.  The thing is, most of the figures named have their story or events around their story thus making for a whole lot of facts and history to know about and to investigate.  Not everything fits together as one might wish, but considering that the Israelites were conquered and banished and enslaved a number of times - besides fighting among themselves for centuries - it might be considered amazing that we have any story at all!  However, they remained a people, preserved their culture, and returned and rebuilt their lives and temple when it was destroyed by conquering empires like the Persians (now called Iranians) and Babylonians (now called Iraqis). The final blow some time before Jesus’s birth was the Roman Empire taking over.  A hundred years after Jesus died the Romans totally destroyed Jerusalem and Israel. All these stories of conquest and defeat can be found in the Hebrew Bible – also known as the Old Testament; the stories around the life death and resurrection of Jesus are known as the New Testament. It is important to realize that through remembering helped by these stories the Hebrews were able to constantly see the “hand of God” leading them, admonishing them and being with them through thick and thin. That is, certain prophets and spiritual leaders had this special uncanny ability of insight which wasn’t limited to just them. 
Many of the stories of the Hebrew Bible seem to have a basis in history or at least in the ancient memory of possible explanatory events and many of the more recent stories can even be verified by the written history of the surrounding peoples or from archaeological evidence.  If someone reads about three pages every day they could read the whole Hebrew Bible in a year; this would mean reading 2000 years of the history and story of the Israelite people.  The story of Jesus and the first followers who wrote about him and their first 100 years of history would comprise the New Testament and one could read all of it in four months at three pages a day. After the first 100 years of Jesus’s followers or disciples so much has been written that one could never read all of it. However, there are scholars who try and who have the language skills to tackle the Hebrew, Greek, Latin and some minor languages, and in a whole lifetime they make pretty good progress. 
Perhaps one wonders about why one needs to know any of the history and facts of the Jewish Hebrew people called Israelites already presented in order to gain a history of Catholic Christianity and the Catholic Church (which is Christianity except for those calling themselves Christian who have separated and divided themselves off from the main body for various reasons – some minor and some major). The main reason is that real Christianity is not an esoteric knowledge or gnosis – a term used for secret knowledge. Christianity is based on the whole of reality – the created material reality as well as spiritual reality. This means it is not just some idea in somebody’s head, but it involves the whole person – body, soul, and spirit; this includes all of our material reality as body-persons and all that this implies; such as, we have material needs and emotional needs and spiritual needs. We are individuals with a history, families with a history, communities with a history, and nations with a history. We are not dis-embodied spirits – we are material-spiritual persons emerged in history and emerging from history. This is important to know and to accept because quite frequently throughout history and within Christianity itself certain persons jump up with the idea that they, and they alone have figured out the “truth”, and following their way of knowledge and secrets will reap great benefits. Thus are ‘cults’ and quirky groups formed that take advantage of the naivety of their “followers”. True Christianity – Catholicism – is not following someone who claims to be a ‘guru’ or who ‘channels’ or who claims some special and exotic contact with some spiritual supposed being. Christianity is based in living history with thousands of years of experience of both true and false prophets and of both how to live God’s pathways that lead to happiness and how not to live other pathways that lead to doom and despair. Thus did the Israelite nation wane and wax – flourish and neigh dissolve - as it followed the true prophets and kings who listened to them, or the opposite – follow false prophets and worship of idols – physical and spiritual - made by the hands and minds of men and women. Israel is a history of warfare, of growth and diminishment, and faithfulness to the Ten Commandments and also of failure to rise to the occasion of what they could be. All the human sins we can think of were committed and experienced by the people and their kings and spiritual leaders; but through it all and through centuries of experience and travail, the Israelites saw that God kept his promises; it was the nation who failed to remember as a whole and individually. There seemed to be no way out of this rhythm of life that offered little hope. Thus, Israel often turned to and was seduced by foreign idols and their also false promises. 
This was the milieu that Jesus Christ was born into – an unfaithful nation burdened by the sins of all that is wrong and counter-productive; an often conquered nation again oppressed and now by the Roman Empire and their own sycophant groveling leaders appointed by the Romans as the Romans were wont to do. The question often arose – who would free them from all this misery?  When would a messiah – a savior – lead them to victory?  This messiah, often spoken of or dreamed about or imagined had been predicted now and then by the prophets – would/could it really be true that a messiah would appear? Some self-appointed ones had appeared, or so their followers hoped – only to be put down by the authorities and their backers dispersed; it all seemed like a false dream. Again, as often before in their thousands of years of history and stories, all seemed lost. So, why would the birth of one man -Jesus Christ - in an outback town of no repute be expected to prove different? Why would he be thought by some to be the expected messiah? 
Maybe all this, “history”, these stories, seem like too much to handle, too complicated to analyze and come to a conclusion about. Really, it is a bit overwhelming to tackle 3 pages a day for a year of a Hebrew Bible with story after story of battles, daily life details, who likes who, of who cheated who, of what rules to follow and all that thousands of years of history can present. Who can sort all this stuff out? And then, another 4 months of the stories of Jesus and the first followers and leaders called apostles. And then what? What can one believe? Okay, Jesus Christ did give a short cut, a one sentence solution. See how this sounds and if it fits. Here it is: love; love God and love your neighbor. That’s it. Fair enough? Okay, do it and you will be good, you will be at peace. Really, that’s Jesus Christ’s message. All that stuff you’ve heard about Christians, all the books written about them which fill libraries, all the huge churches and cathedrals – that’s what they are all about. Love. That is, about trying to follow Jesus’ suggestion that we need to love; love our neighbor, ourselves, and love the God who gave us and all that is existence. So, why isn’t the world more loving? Why aren’t we so loving? Sometimes we are, but…how about all those other times. What seems to be the problem?
The Hebrews knew what to do – Moses gave them the Ten Commandments that God had given him on a mountain called Horeb; not only that, but they had taken these commandments and figured out every aspect of life and how it fit under the various categories of the commandments. They even had guidance from the prophets and God himself in figuring out all the details. All this was spelled out in hundreds of rules. The trouble is, sometimes rules are hard to follow, or we don’t want to follow them, or we knowingly don’t follow them, or unknowingly don’t follow them. All these rules that ought to lead us to love of our neighbor and God get in the way of our actually loving our neighbor. In part because we refuse to follow them; in part because if we do follow them we can lose sight of the really loving things to do. We are caught in a dilemma. We are trapped. Jesus knew this – he knew that for every rule there was an exception. The difficulty is: who can judge with certainty the exceptions? Only one who is truly honest, truly loving, truly in contact with God. That was Jesus. 
So this Jesus Christ who many followed and thought was the promised messiah ended up dead – and like other messiah pretenders his followers scattered. This was a familiar and somewhat expected story. The leaders of the people – mainly the high priest and his entourage and most of the council of elders – were hoping and thinking this would happen as it usually happened before. The Romans who occupied Israel had also dealt firmly with this kind of situation and knew that getting rid of the main troublemaker would solve the problem.
Well, the problem was solved as expected – a leader dead, followers in hiding.  But, a new problem arose; the body of Jesus disappeared from the tomb carved out of solid rock and sealed with a huge stone which mysteriously and impossibly got removed from the entrance. To make matters worse, all this happened while the place had been under 24 hour a day Roman guard to prevent this very event from happening. The poor Roman guards panicked for their lives that this had happened.  The solution of the Jewish leaders was to get the guards to say that they had fallen asleep and that the body had been stolen; this was the rumor that was then spread about the city. In return for the soldiers’ story, the leaders promised to pay off any authorities who might be concerned. 
The rumors ran wild and to make matters worse a woman claimed that when she had gone to the tomb in the early morning she was then surprised by actually seeing and talking to Jesus who instructed her to go tell the disciples that she had seen him.  It turned out that Jesus wasn’t dead, he was alive; Jesus though dead, had arisen and was alive. Soon after, he appeared to others of the disciples who were gathered in fear.  
These were stories about Jesus that were much later written down and which can be found in the Christian Bible – the New Testament – the book that gives the whole life of Jesus and of his disciples and those he named as apostles or leaders. These stories were written at various times and in various places by various authors; mainly they were written as the original witnesses could no longer testify and relate the events that had taken place concerning the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. 
What about other records of the Jesus event?  It appears that Jesus and the whole affair hardly made a dent in the Roman empire or even the more limited area of Israel as far as the civil authorities were concerned. He was only a blip with no written records surviving. Likewise in Jewish writing – there is nary a word that we know of. It probably doesn’t help that twice the Jewish nation revolted and twice was defeated and finally demolished by the Roman army within the next 100 years. Any records went up in smoke. What is known from both Roman and Jewish sources and archaeological investigations are certain facts that substantiate actual places and political characters who were main actors in the Jesus events. Jesus Christ himself seems to be just another soul that was born, grew up, and then dissolved into the oblivion that is the fate of all people eventually. From the record other than the Christian Bible, this appears to be the case.
But it wasn’t to be so – that Jesus would fade out of memory and into annihilation like most people do. There were too many good memories of Jesus – what he did and what he said.  Jesus had spoken truth and taught about reality. Jesus had healed bodies and personalities and had expelled demons that resisted all other available therapies wherever he went. Add to this that Jesus had resurrected from the dead and had appeared to and supped with the apostles and disciples for 40 days.  How could Jesus just disappear from memory when all these things had happened?  And not only that, but Jesus had given to his apostles and disciples the powers and spirit that were his. The apostles and disciples continued to teach and preach truth and to heal those in need. 
The truths that Jesus spoke and the healings Jesus performed- as well as those of his followers- were not insignificant and soon to be forgotten. Jesus didn’t teach mere ideas but rather his words caused what he spoke. His words about love had the power of love; his words of healing had the power of healing; his words of forgiveness forgave.  What is the proof of this? The proof is that 2,000 years later his disciples’ words of truth and words of healing and words of forgiveness bring truth, healing and forgiveness. Just as Jesus’ followers were fearful and scattered by the political and religious powers of his day, so are they today. But, not all are so fearful and scattered as many stand up as did all the apostles eventually; it is said that all the apostles died a martyr’s death; most in far-off lands.
Some people are disappointed by unmet expectations of Jesus. Jesus didn’t even meet all his disciples’ expectations; Jesus wasn’t a worldly success, in fact, he was apparently a failure. As the contemporary political and religious authorities hoped, suspected and expected he wouldn’t and couldn’t change anything – especially when they were successful in having him killed. He was killed for challenging the comfortable and threatening the status quo which both the Romans and the Jewish leaders wanted upheld. As a worldly failure Jesus hardly receives any mention by the worlds’ scribes just as his followers don’t. At least not right away. 
But, it is hard to ignore when the blind see, the lame walk, the psychologically tortured find peace and guilt is erased. And these were the very things his apostles, disciples and followers accomplished as they spread out from Jerusalem and Israel and to the whole world. Obviously many people were attracted to all that was presented to them by those who brought the works and message of Jesus. But not all; there seemed to be various types of organized resistance and angry opposition in most places they went to. Plus, the Jewish leaders were still mostly opposed to them as disturbers of the peace and disrupters of Jewish tradition. The followers of Jesus Christ were not always off to a good start.
It’s the Christmas season: lights, evergreen trees, gifts, holidays, singing, and celebration. The well-known story – known by everyone – is that Jesus was born of poor folks and in a manger. He was born while, “on the road” as his parents were traveling, having been forced to leave their home due to a Roman census which required travel to one’s place of birth for registration. Even before Jesus’ birth some 42 calculated generations after Abraham, the father of Israel, certain unusual and seemingly miraculous events were being reported. Jesus’s mother Mary was pregnant but had never had relations with a man. Mary’s cousin Elizabeth was well beyond child bearing age but was reported pregnant with her first child. Elizabeth’s husband Zechariah who was a Jewish priest who served in the temple had in a vision spoken to an angel who had announced Elizabeth’s pregnancy.  Zechariah was bold enough to express his doubts and the angel took away his ability to speak; he became mute. Mary’s betrothed husband Joseph had a dream in which he was told of Mary’s condition as somehow being an act of God. Before Jesus was born in the manger a bright star formed in the galaxy which pointed to the place of a great event – so great that three wise men from the East followed the star to the manger. These stories and more comprise some of the beginning books of the New Testament of the Christian Bible (which contains also the books of the Hebrew Bible, often called Old Testament). The New Testament is the conglomeration of four books on the life of Jesus (called Gospels) and of memoirs and letters of his first followers and apostles. The Gospels are four different books written by four different writers about the life of Jesus.  Following these stories of Jesus’ life are the other documents which were also written within the first one hundred years after Jesus’ death. All these works were accumulated and slowly judged to be worthy to be read and studied; the final compilation took more than another hundred years! The four stories about Jesus’s life and activities begin at different times; two of the books begin at his birth or before; two of the books begin towards the end of his life which was at the beginning of his active and public ministry.  
What is maybe most important to note is that while Jesus was a normal healthy baby, he was also very special. All babies are special and unique persons, even those not yet born, but Jesus was especially so as the stories give those strong hints by relating the unusual and miraculous events that took place. What is the meaning and significance in Mary giving birth but not having had any sexual relations – thus making Joseph her husband a foster-father?  Of course one could easily just dis-believe this or chalk it up to an interesting rumor, or perhaps just ignore the fact. People have held all these positions through the centuries, but early Christians grasped the importance and reality about this. To repeat – Mary was a virgin and Jesus her son was Joseph’s step son. What did they know and when did they know it? Also, what did the first followers of Jesus know and when did they know it? 
It is interesting that there are no recorded words of Mary’s husband Joseph; there are only some narratives about his thoughts, dreams and activities but no quotes from him. Mary herself says very little; her thoughts are expressed when she praises God, she admonishes Jesus when he was a ‘run-away’ teenager, and she tells a caterer to do what Jesus instructs him to do. Those last words were at a wedding feast in Cana where the host ran out of wine. Jesus and some disciples were there celebrating too. Jesus wasn’t priggish. At this point Jesus performed his first miracle, and at Mary’s command and he turned some vats of water into fine wine thus keeping the festivities going strong. Later, people will invent and write down all kinds of miracles that Jesus could maybe have performed as a child and even as an infant, but these were recognized by others as active imaginations by the writers who presented these stories. Some of these stories still circulate among some enthusiasts.
At this point we might simply ask, “Who is the best judge of an event”?  Would it be the people who were there or the people who read about the event many years later who best know what actually took place? Looking backwards using multiple eye-witnesses and source stories can give another perspective, for sure. If a man who was lame who never could walk suddenly is able to at Jesus’ command, wouldn’t the people who were right there be best able to judge the event?  These are people who knew the man, who knew he wasn’t a ‘slacker’ or faker. Now he can walk.  Now another man can stretch out his withered hand. Now a blind man can see. An evidently dead girl is raised from the dead. Today it is possible to think up all kinds of possible causes that might have been in play – psychological, medical, and such that could maybe account for so-called miracles. A certain amount of caution is always commendable; the less gullible one is the better. Never the less, it is also commendable to be open to what others who were there judge to be the facts. 
Along this line of thinking it is interesting to think about dissension and disagreements among Christians concerning what to conclude about the stories, letters, and journals of the New Testament writers.  Right from the beginning of the formation of the Christian community squabbles happened.  What family doesn’t have squabbles and difficulties in coming to agreement about certain matters?  In fact, even while Jesus was alive his closest friend miss-understood him and often followers left him.  So too is it with the early Christian community and church.  Some of the disputes had to do with keeping or not keeping old dietary laws of the Jews which are delineated in the Hebrew Bible or interpreted by the Jewish leaders.  Some of the disputes took years to settle and sometimes the evolution of thought needed to considered new circumstances. Sometimes agreement never did come about and groups separated such as the Jewish Christians who tried to keep the old laws. Thus, what was early on mainly Jewish Christians became more and more inclusive of non- Jews who knew nothing of the old dietary laws of the Hebrews. At one point early on, the main body of Christians moved on to a position of not observing these old laws while some smaller groups of Jewish Christians continued on for years; eventually they re-joined the main group or died out. Since language culture, and race are so important to the identity of people it would be a natural tendency to form groups based on language and other groups. One could imagine any number of that could possibly be the basis for dissension or for forming new groups and certainly this happened. Miraculously almost, the main body of Christians held together but always there were individuals who took it upon their selves to try to form new churches or centers of power and some of these attempts were successful in splitting apart the whole of Christianity for a time. What helped for this to occur were the political power struggles among emperors who could back a dissenter and cause mass defections to the side he (or in some cases his wife or mother!) supported and favored. These things happened and happened on both large and small scales. 
How do people solve disputes and problems?  The first order of business is to get together and to find out the facts about what is really in dispute, and then to seek for a solution. So, it can be seen that in regards to the problem of the dietary laws the leaders did just this and had a council in Jerusalem which at that time was still the center of Christian worship, most Christians still being Jews.  The problem was, many other people were attracted to the words and deeds of Jesus Christ and of his followers who offered a way of living and believing that was highly sought after. When the leader of the Jewish Christians – St. Peter the apostle - left Israel and went to Syria where there was a large group of non- Jewish Christians, he at first ate with them. When other leaders from the Jewish Christians in Jerusalem came up to join them he then separated himself from the non- Jews and their non-kosher foods and ate only with the Jewish Christians.  His hypocrisy was the cause of his being confronted by Paul, a convert from Judaism who had previously persecuted the “new way” of Christ’s followers. The sum total of this first council was the conclusion that the old Jewish dietary laws didn’t need to be followed – except for the one about not eating blood that was offered to pagan idols in sacrifice.  They also decided other important Jewish laws didn’t need to be followed including the most important law about circumcising baby boys as a sign of membership in the Israelite nation. This was a law especially prescribed by Moses and followed for a thousand years.  
This is the same Peter who Jesus had designated as “The Rock” – the rock solid leader of the apostles. This same Peter also was a coward who denied even knowing Jesus when Jesus was arrested the night before he was executed. This is also the same Peter who ended up leading the Christian community in Rome – the center of the Roman Empire. Peter also ended up being executed by being crucified on a cross just like Jesus had been, with one change – Peter was crucified upside down by his own request so as not to be seen as too similar to Jesus and unworthy to be considered so. Peter’s grave is under the enormous St. Peter’s church in Rome and Peter is considered to have been the first primal leader –called the pope. He is considered to be a Saint as one who was martyred for his beliefs, thus he is titled Saint Peter the Apostle.  
So, as the followers of Jesus Christ were dispersed due to the persecutions of the Jewish leaders, the apostles themselves went to various places – India, Spain, Italy, Greece, and other far places where they all eventually were also martyred.  Meanwhile, James, the new leader in Jerusalem was himself murdered. It was around this time also that the whole Jewish nation was trying to revolt against Roman rule and was eventually put down only to try this again around the year 135 which resulted in the total destruction of Jerusalem. It took years to sweep the country of all the rebels and so the turmoil continued thus encouraging new centers of Christianity in non- Jewish cities such as Antioch and Damascus and Rome.  The final group of 800 Jewish rebels of the first revolt in 65 AD all committed suicide along with previously having killed their own wives and children upon a huge mesa- type mountain called the Masada. The Roman army had constructed a huge ramp up the mountain; a project that had taken a year to accomplish. This Masada is in an isolated and desolate barren desert with few resources or water and conquering it shows the Roman resolve to finally put an end to the trouble-making Jewish nation.  A certain former Jewish army general who was captured and turned turncoat and who advised the Romans is highly respected and praised by scholars for the extensive chronicles he wrote about the Jewish wars and Jewish life which historians love to read as a main source of such information. He also makes some tiny mention about Jesus and Christians, but somewhat muddles things up. His writings are the most detailed and main source that exists about those times in that area of the world. His name is Flavius Josephus. To this day the Jewish nation highly honors the hold-outs who committed suicide on Masada rather than surrender; the fact is that it was small bands of strict observant and uncompromising Jews like these who brought about the destruction of the whole nation in the name not submitting to the Roman Empire’s policies. Some of the Roman acts such as placing an image in the temple were simply intolerable to some very religious Jews. A repeat of this revolt some 70 years later by a messianic kind of figure named Bar Kochba resulted in the expelling of the Jews, the destruction of the temple and the end of Israel. The country was now re-named Palestine by the Romans and Jerusalem was re-named Colonia Aelia Capitolina. 
Jesus died in the Spring of 33 AD. So, he was 33 years old and the use of AD (Anno Domini in Latin) refers to the time of his birth with which the years are referenced.  The years before his birth are BC (meaning before Christ).The earliest writings in the New Testament date from the 50’s at the earliest; these are mostly letters were written by Paul a former Jewish educator and persecutor of the ‘new way’ of Jesus. Paul eventually was himself executed in Rome after having traveled wide and far around Syria, Turkey, Macedonia, and Greece and environs establishing churches. His letters are the stories of his adventures and his thoughts about following Jesus Christ. This is the same Paul who confronted Peter, the first leader of the community in Jerusalem at the time of the dietary dispute.  The other writings were written by the various authors through the rest of the century and into the next.  At first there were no written books of instructions to follow which the communities could use when they gathered together.  In one letter of Paul to the Thessalonians he stated: “Our gospel did not come to you in word alone but also in power and in the Holy Spirit and with much conviction” (1Thes 1:5). One might wonder what this all means; what exactly did they do when they gathered together in a meeting that had word, power, and the Holy Spirit? The New Testament itself was only slowly put together in the next hundred years after much discernment about what to include in it; there were many other letters and documents that were judged not to be exactly inspired and so weren’t included. Letters and stories about Jesus were passed around from community to community and although many had interesting facts, sometimes they didn’t pass muster for sounding truthful or for having the right beliefs that the followers of Jesus knew from other sources such as practices and oral tradition. The formation and collection of the New Testament was not a sudden publishing of a book that everyone thought was inspired. Nearly every year some scholar or someone who wants attention will drag out one these ignored and forgotten manuscripts not judged worthy of inclusion in the New Testament and present it as fresh news about some pet idea about Jesus or his mother Mary or of his possible family or wife. And, although they make for interesting reading, they are figments of the original author’s imagination and simply confuse the beguiled. This is why it is important to understand the organization of the Christian Catholic Church and of how issues and facts and beliefs are decided and have been decided since the beginning. Of course this has been an evolving process depending on the situation at any period of time. Hand carried letters took months to get to where they need to be and the same for the response; the same for gatherings and getting to them. A small meeting might take years just to arrange it; today there are almost instant video conferences!  There is probably no need to mention that for the first 1,400 years of the Christian communities there was no printing press either. Everything was hand written and hand written again if one wanted a copy. In fact, there wasn’t even paper! Written documents were done on split processed sheepskin or on Egyptian papyrus which was crushed reeds flattened and pressed into sheets. So, copies of letters were rare and books even rarer. Therefore to hand over the books of a community to the Roman civil authorities who opposed the church was considered a great sin. This practice of demanding the books and also the treasures of the community happened over and over during the first 400 years of the church. Various Roman emperors would start or continue persecutions and would try to squash the Christian people and to promote emperor worship and the various pagan practices of honoring or appeasing the gods of Rome. 
So, besides the very Jewish culture from which the first followers of Jesus were gathered and within which culture they lived, there was the overlaying Roman pagan culture that extended as far as the Roman Empire and beyond that on the frontiers were other pagan cultures in other countries.  All these people were seeking God, or to appease god or gods, and most were under the influence of various priests and priestesses in widely differing cults and practices. The thing is, having a single religion helped to have political control of the so united people; true for Rome and true for other countries. Therefore the toleration of other religions other than the well- established state religion was not something to count on and the policy of the Romans waned and waxed as far as Christians were concerned. As the Christian communities spread throughout the Roman empire it would be easy to imagine how each isolated group would develop their own ideas, morals, and practices, especially allowing for the unavoidable egoism of the always human leaders. While this did happen to some extent, especially in situations of cultural differences, there was a uniting force called the liturgy – which might be described as a protocol for the religious gathering. This liturgy certainly had a development from the first gatherings where it mimicked aspects of the Jewish Passover meal as it was celebrated and transformed by Jesus on the night he was betrayed, captured, tried, and executed. Central to the meal for the followers of Jesus was the thanksgiving he gave in the breaking of the bread and the passing of the cup of wine which Jesus declared was the sharing of his body and blood which Jesus commanded them to do in remembrance of him. In a vignette in one of the written gospels it relates how some of his disciples thought this was too much and they left him when he mentioned about drinking his blood and eating his flesh but this was in another context, not the in Passover supper called the, “Last Supper” that is being described now. Although the Christian community celebrated this meal “in remembrance of him”, they also at first continued it as a whole meal and at times it reached the point of being a party and of losing the importance is was meant to have. Eventually practical considerations of sharing in a large meal and of who ate with whom and what other things they ate meant that a return to the basics was implemented. The basic “remembrance” called the “Eucharist” or thanksgiving, was presided over by the leader – the bishop- for each particular community.  It is very interesting that there is still preserved a sort of manual for the Christian communities called the Didache which was written around or before the year 96 AD and which describes principles to be observed in being Christian and also how to give thanks in the Eucharistic service at that time. This Didache was not a part of the New Testament and wasn’t discovered until the 1880’s AD in Turkey. The ancient Christian historian Eusebius who wrote around the year 300 Ad makes reference to this short manual.  
While under persecution the Christians had to go underground and usually met in houses. This led to rumors about secret societies and practices and led to further persecution. The first 300 years of Christianity witnessed many martyrs who died for the faith as they would neither perjure themselves nor bow to the emperor in emperor worship. Wholesale slaughter sometimes took place – the infamous emperor Nero who danced and sang and partied while Rome burned was a notorious persecutor of Christians.  He blamed Christians for the huge conflagration that burned much of the flammable portions of Rome and then led many to execution as a form of entertainment. Many Christians really moved underground into old burial caves and tunnels which ran extensively under Rome; these refuge places can be entered into today and writing and drawings and pictures can be seen on the walls. 
As Christianity spread, people in high places politically and business wise also sought the spiritual freedom they found in being Christian. Eventually even an Emperor named Constantine (between 306 AD and 337AD) became a Christian. In Constantine’s case his motivation was heightened by a miracle; Constantine was an army general and a civil war raged; it wasn’t too sure Constantine would be victorious and be able to enter Rome against the opposition army but a white cross appeared in the sky with these words, “in hoc signo vinces” which means, “in this sign you will conquer”. That was enough for Constantine!  Constantine prescribed what is known as the Edict of Milan which granted religious freedom to the Christians.  Constantine also called together a council of all bishops to Nicea in 325 where Christian beliefs were formalized and enshrined in a document called the Nicene Creed. 
This is the Nicene Creed which is recited daily in Catholic Christian churches and other Christian communities even today:

I believe in one God,
the Father almighty,
maker of heaven and earth,
of all things visible and invisible.
I believe in one Lord Jesus Christ,
the Only Begotten Son of God,
born of the Father before all ages.
God from God, Light from Light, 
true God from true God,
begotten, not made, consubstantial with the Father;
through him all things were made.
For us men and for our salvation
he came down from heaven,
and by the Holy Spirit was incarnate of the Virgin Mary,
and became man.
For our sake he was crucified under Pontius Pilate,
he suffered death and was buried,  
and rose again on the third day
in accordance with the Scriptures.
He ascended into heaven 
and is seated at the right hand of the Father.
He will come again in glory
to judge the living and the dead
and his kingdom will have no end.
I believe in the Holy Spirit, the Lord, the giver of life,
who proceeds from the Father and the Son,
who with the Father and the Son is adored and glorified,
who has spoken through the prophets.
I believe in one, holy, catholic and apostolic Church.
I confess one Baptism for the forgiveness of sins
and I look forward to the resurrection of the dead
and the life of the world to come. Amen.

The mother of Constantine – Helena – traveled to Palestine – (the Roman conquered Israel) and on this pilgrimage to the holy places of the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus she was able to verify places Jesus had been.  She also found the relic of the true cross and built monuments and churches and encouraged further pilgrimages to the Holy Land. 
Now with official approbation, the Christian church flourished but it also meant that whoever had the ear of the emperor could greatly influence Christianity. And of course this came to happen. A priest from Alexandria in Egypt (which was a great center of Christian communities and learning) had the idea that while Jesus was sort of special, he was also just like any other person a creation of God in time. Arius - as was his name - was able to pick out words or sentences from the New Testament (which by this time had been compiled into a book) to illustrate and prove his point.  This procedure Arius used has always been a danger – a person grabs hold of a sentence or idea that is especially appealing to him and then he tries to develop a whole new following or church around this limited view. Disregarding the whole of the stories and writings about Jesus in the New Testament has bad consequences as turned out in the case of Arius. Having some power to influence the political and even church structures, Arius succeeded in splitting the whole Christian community for over 500 years! Many emperors and bishops too supported Arius and what became known as Arianism for its theological ideas about Jesus which went against the grain and inspiration of previous and correct Christian ideas and beliefs. Arius and Arianism are hardly known about today even though the movement nearly upended the Roman Empire when invading large groups of barbarians from Germany and France accepted Arianism and practically overthrew the traditional Christianity. Traces of Arianism can be found today and might show up in Moslems beliefs of Jesus being only a prophet or of those who say Jesus was a “good man” who shows humanity good examples of how to live. Jesus himself spoke about God being his father and he being a Son of God – something found blasphemous by observant Jews that surely contributed to his arrest and execution as did his followers mistaken belief that he was the waited Messiah who would overthrow all oppression and bring about a paradise on earth for the Israelites. This brings up the subject of some people who might follow Jesus for the wrong reason – to gain power, or riches, or worldly abundance, or worldly gain. The leaders who promote such teachings often seek these same things and prey upon the beguiled and innocent. The development of mass media –tv and radio and internet offer opportunists a way to appeal to millions who see these things as filling their needs. 
One might wonder about how there can be such large divisions and problems if Christianity is true.  The answer to this is part of the Christian tradition and teaching about reality and the nature of human beings.  Anyone who is not totally naive can see that people often can’t get things right no matter how hard they try and especially when they don’t even try. The intuition of the Hebrews in their story of our first parents Adam and Eve shows that people are defective or can be influenced to do wrong actions.  The Hebrew story of the first woman, Eve, being tempted and seduced by an evil serpent – Satan in disguise – to eat a forbidden fruit of a tree illustrates the dynamics. For something we want we will trespass against what we know or have been told is right. The Christian term for this dynamic is found in the concept of Original Sin which is somehow part and parcel of being human since the sin of our first parents Adam and Eve. Because of this “defect” of our nature, we are unable to love as Jesus encouraged us to do without some sort of help.  We need help, and we need forgiveness and we need to forgive just to be able to go on in life and love. We need help that we ourselves can’t give ourselves no matter how hard we try; we just don’t have it within us to overcome inner and outer forces that oppose what is good for us. Entrance into the Christian community is how we get this help.  
So, the first great “split” was with the followers and supporters of the Egyptian Arius called Arians who managed to get the backing of emperors. The heyday of the Arians was during the time running from approximately 300 AD to 600 AD.  Also around this time man born in Britain began to gather followers around his position that people only need to try harder – to exert their will to overcome difficulties and sin. It is said that Pelagius was scandalized by the laxity and open misdeeds of some Christian leaders who he judged made little effort to lead admirable lives. Pelagius thought that anyone with a strong enough will didn’t need any extra help but could pull themselves up by their boot straps. Perhaps as he had done, as he was admired as a strong ascetic – one who very much disciplines himself and leads a very strict life. He had many followers. Opposed to his view was a Bishop in Africa named Augustine who became quite famous for his abundant and wise writings on nearly every topic of religion, science, psychology and philosophy.  Augustine was by his own admission quite a profligate sinner in his youth and younger years. He wrote a book called, “Confessions” which is still widely read today some 1,700 years later and also admired to this day for his self-analysis and self-revelations as well as for his investigations about reality.  
Professionally what we would call a lawyer today, Augustine had tried to leave his sinful ways but felt himself powerless and was without success. Augustine knew from his own experience that one needed help and special graces to be freed from the addictions of sinful ways. It thus was quite natural for Augustine to take on the erroneous ways of Pelagius and to confront his error which was a wrong judgment about human capabilities. Again a council of church leaders was called for in Ephesus which was an exceedingly rich city in present day Turkey.  At this council the errors of Pelagius were demonstrated and warned against. This is another error of not just religious thought but of a psychology which pops up now and then with leaders and followers and results in an overemphasis on self-reliance and strength which can lead to a complete collapse and despair when unsuccessful. 
Besides Augustine’s book called his “Confessions”, he wrote a magnificent book reviewing all of known history and religious beliefs and practices called, “The City of God”. In this book he defended the Christians against the pagan accusations of causing the fall of Rome, which was falling due to barbarian invasions because of the demise of the pagan state religion which appeased the gods and guaranteed the dominance of the Roman Empire. Augustine wrote other books on practical and theoretical religious matters and to this day his books are highly valued and studied by both scholars and other interested readers. One especially interesting book to read if one is interested in the Catholic Christian church history and practices of the year 400 AD would be his book called, “On Christian Doctrine”. It is like a training manual for both teachers of new Christians and for the students; especially interesting is his view of what books are useful for reading and what to avoid or have cautions about. He gives a complete list of all the accepted books of the Catholic Christian Bible which includes both the Old Testament and the New Testament. This list coincides with the Bibles in use today 1,600 years later. In another book he wrote which is seldom read today except by very astute specialist scholars because of its complexity and prolixity, he attempts to explain what we know about God and the inner relations of the persons of the Trinity which comprise God as known by revelation from the Christian Bible. 
There isn’t too much we can know about God without the revelation of the Bible; we can know that God exists but we can’t know what God is. There is a sort of “natural knowledge” from all that is created that there is a Creator but attempts to figure out and know about who this Creator is will meet with frustration.  Maybe it is hard to blame the pagans who tried to conjure up knowledge of the divine through oracles and invented methods and even those who sought power by doing so or by getting the results; after all, they had an intimation from creation and all that is and all that is beautiful. They just didn’t know what else to do. Even the Israelites fell back into the temptation of using shortcuts to contact the divine instead of the way shown to them by Moses and the prophets.  It is also no surprise that even today people succumb to soothsayers and channelers who make wild claims about contacting spirits. Seemingly intelligent and successful people get drawn into these dead ends and come out none the better. Augustine in “The City of God” book he wrote goes into great detail about the pagan beliefs and spiritual practices of his day which are quite relevant to our own era unfortunately. In this time of increased and claimed atheism it might be noted that a wise man once said that all people believe in a god and if it isn’t the Israelite God of Abraham, Isaac and Joseph, it will be the god of some sort, perhaps an unrecognized god worshipped in one’s own mind. This isn’t new stuff; Augustine knew this and wrote extensively about it and his thoughts are readily available to the one seeking knowledge.
So, this little booklet is finished; one could write hundreds or even thousands of pages more – in fact others have done so – but hopefully this will suffice for a foundation for further inquiry. Many blessings to all and any readers!










